In this paper we show that every automorphism on either the Barrett or the Diederich-Fornaess worm domains is given by a rotation in w -variable. In particular, any automorphism on either one of these two domains can be extended smoothly up to the boundary.
I. Introduction
In several complex variables extending a biholomorphism or an automorphism smoothly up to the boundary is always a very important and fundamental problem which is closely related to the classification problem of domains in C" . The extension phenomenon in general is false as shown in Barrett [3] if the domains are sitting in some general complex manifolds. However, it is still widely believed that such extension phenomena should hold if the domains are contained in C" , namely, we conjecture the following two statements, (1.1) Any biholomorphism between two smoothly bounded domains Di and D2 in C", n > 2, can be extended smoothly to a CjR-diffeomorphism between Di and D2 , and its weaker counterpart ( 1.2) Any automorphism of a smoothly bounded domain D in C" , n > 2, can be_extended smoothly up to the boundary, i.e.,
Aut(D) = Aut(D).
Indeed, it has been shown in Bell and Ligocka [6] that if condition R holds on both Di and D2, then (1.1) is valid. Here condition R means that the Bergman projection associated with the domain D maps C°°(D) continuously into itself. Condition R was shown to hold on a large class of (pseudoconvex or nonpseudoconvex) domains. But surprisingly Barrett constructed in [1] a smoothly bounded nonpseudoconvex domain Q in C2 which fails to satisfy condition R.
On the other hand, Diederich and Fornaess in [8] constructed a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain Qf in C2 which possesses many pathological properties that include a nontrivial Nebenhulle and the nonexistence of a C3 plurisubharmonic defining function for fir. Very recently Barrett showed in [4] that the Bergman projection associated with Qr does not preserve the Sobolev space Wk(Qr) if k e R is large enough. It is still not clear whether condition R holds on £lr or not.
In this article we want to show that despite these pathological properties found on Q. and £lr, statement (1.2) is still valid on both Q and fir. In fact we can prove more, namely, Main Theorem. Any automorphism f of either the Barrett or the DiederichFornaess worm domains is given by a rotation in w-variable, i.e., f(z,w) = (z, e'^w) for some constant 0 £ R. In particular, f can be extended smoothly up to the boundary.
We make a remark here that although Q. does not satisfy condition R, it still enjoys an a priori estimate on Sobolev space Wk(Q) as shown in Boas and Straube [7] .
II. Proof on the Barrett's domain
We first recall the definition of Q,. The domain Q is a smoothly bounded domain defined in C2 as follows, Theorem. P(C0X(Q)) is not contained in Z/(fi) for p > 2 + £ , where P is the Bergman projection associated with fi.
Now we proceed to prove our main theorem on this domain. Let f = (fi, f2) be an automorphism of fi. We first show the following lemma. A similar statement was proved in Boas and Straube [7] . Next we show as in [7] that the series (2.2) in fact converges on {(z, w) £ C2\\z\ < 3 and 1 < |iu| < 6} to a holomorphic function. Consider first the nonnegative indices, i.e., oo (2.4) Y,a»Ww"-n=0 Put u(z) = lim"_0o |an(z)|1/n , and let u*(z) be the upper semicontinuous regularization of u(z), i.e., u*(z) = lim u(z').
z '->z Then by the fact that a"(z) is locally uniformly bounded, we see that u*(z) is subharmonic on the disk A(0; 4), and it is easy to see that u*(z) < g for |z| = 3. Hence by maximum principle we obtain that u*(z) < ¿ for |z| < 3 and u(z) < l for |z| < 3. It follows that the series (2.4) is holomorphic on {(z, w) £ C2| |z| < 3 and |tü| < 6}. For the negative indices part we simply replace w by ¿, then an analogous argument will go through as well. This completes the proof of the lemma.
It follows thus from Lemma 2.1 that fa(z,w) £ H(D) for k = 1,2. We claim that in fact we have f = (fi, f2) £ Aut(D).
Proof of the claim. Put Let g be the inverse mapping of /. Since g can be extended holomorphically to D, it is legitimate to consider g o /: D -► C2. Then by identity theorem and the fact go f\a= identity mapping, we get g o f = identity mapping on D. Similarly / o g is also the identity mapping on D. This shows that / £ Aut(D), and the proof of the claim is now completed.
Next we observe that the domain D is Reinhardt. Therefore / can be extended holomorphically to a small open neighborhood of Ö. In particular, we have / e Aut(D). For instance see Barrett [2] . However, we want to show more that / in fact is given by a rotation in w -variable. So we next characterize a Reinhardt hypersurface in C2 that contains a Riemann surface in it. By a Reinhardt hypersurface we mean that the hypersurface is invariant under the rotations in all directions. The result might have some interest of itself. If H is a Reinhardt hypersurface in C2 , we denote by H+ the corresponding curve in R2. Then we have Lemma 2.5. Let H be a Reinhardt hypersurface in C2 such that H+ is decreasing in pr-space with p -\w\ and r = \z\. Then H contains a Riemann surface near p0 £ H if and only if H is either flat in one of the coordinates or H+ is defined near po by a hyperbola, namely, H+ = {(p, r) £ R2\rpc = constant, for some c > 0}.
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It shows that the function ^^ is holomorphic and real valued. Hence it must be a real constant function, namely, gw i -\a= c, for some c £ R.
Also locally one can express r as a function of p, and the slope of H+ near Po is given by dr_ _ del/dp _ _ r_ dp 3t\/3r p '
Therefore by solving this first order differential equation we get rpc = ec°, for some constant Co 6 R. Since H+ is decreasing, the constant c is nonnegative. On the other hand, if H+ is defined locally near some po by rpc = Cj with c, Ci > 0, then by direct computation we get It is interesting to note that the vector field -2ImL, where L is given in (2.6), is generated by the following -S'-action, A:SX xm ^3î, (6,(z,w) )^(e-kez,eiew). Now we go back to the automorphism f of D. We see that / will map biholomorphically a Riemann surface in the boundary onto another Riemann surface in the boundary. In particular, if we set 3?a,b,e = {(z, w) £ bD\z = 4ew and a < \w\ < b with a < 2 and b > 5} to be the largest annulus sitting in the boundary with |z| = 4, and set Ca,e = {(4eie,w)£bD\\w\ = a} to be the inner boundary of 3labä , and similarly let Cbg be the outer boundary of 3tatb,e ■ Then f will map 3ia b,e to a Riemann surface in the boundary. We claim that ¿%a,b,e cannot be mapped to any Riemann surface contained in the boundary with l<|u;|<2or5<|iij|<6. First it is not hard to see that there are only three different types of Riemann surfaces in these regions, they are (i) ¿%c Ç {(z, w) £ bD\ \z\ \w\c = A for some constants A and c > 0, and a < \w\ < ß with 5<a</3<6},oran equivalent counterpart in the region I <\w\ <2.
(ii) 3îz = {(z, Wo) £ bD\wo = pe"^ for some p and cb with 5 < p < 6 or 1 < p < 2, and s < \z\ < t for some 3 < 5 < / < 4}.
(iii) ¿%w = {(z0, w) £ bD\z0 = rew for some r and 6 with 3 < r < 4, and s <\w\< t for some 1 < s < / < 2 or 5 < s < / < 6}.
We can rule out 3tz and 3iw immediately by considering the ratio of the radii of the boundaries of these annuli. To knock out 3lc we first observe that if / maps 3lab,e onto some 3îc, then by continuity / must map cb e for any 8 into exactly one of {(z, w) £ bD\ \w\ = a} or {(z, w) £ bD\ \w\ = ß}. Suppose that Cb,e is mapped to {(z, w) £ bD\ \w\ = a}. Then by maximum modulus principal we see that / will map {(z, w) £ D\ \z\ < 4 and \w\ = b} biholomorphically onto {(z, w) £ D\ \z\ < A/ac and |u;| = a}.
In particular, / must map a disk Aw = {(z ,w) £ D\ \z\ < 4 and w = be,(t> for some <t>} biholomorphically onto another disk Aw' = {(z, w') £ D\ \z\ < A/ac and w' = ae1^' for some <f>'}.
Since the restriction f\a is an automorphism, we also have the following biholomorphic equivalence between two annuli induced by f\çi, namely, f\c¡: Aw n fi ^ Aw> n fi. However, this cannot happen simply by examining the ratio of the radii of boundaries of these two annuli. Thus we have shown that f(3êa b6) = 3?ab"(e), for some real-valued function n(6) that maps Sx bijectively onto itself. Next we divide our arguments into two subcases. This implies that / will map Sc biholomorphically onto Sc, where Sc = {(z, w) £ D\\z\ < 4, \w\ = c with a < c < b). Therefore, we conclude that / must map a disk Ac ^ onto another disk Ac^ i.e., (2.9) f:AcA^AcA,,
where Ac ^ = {(z, w) £ D\\z\ < 4, w = ce"1'}. Thus if we combine equations (2.7) and (2.9), we obtain for fixed 0 that f2(4ew , ce1*) = ceiS{6) • e* = ce'*', for all 6 £ [0, 2n\. This implies that 5 (8) is a constant function, namely, 5(6) = 0O . Hence we obtain that f2(z, w) = e'^w .
Next equation (2.8) shows that the restriction f |Af ^ of f to every disk Acŵ ith a < c < b and all 0 has the same boundary value. So we conclude that /i(z, w) = fi(z) is independent of w . Then by the facts that \fi(4e'e)\ = 4 and \fi(3ew)\ = 3, we get fi(z, w) = fi(z) = el8°z for some constant oo £ R.
Since /|n is an automorphism of fi, it is easy to see that ö0 = 0. This shows that (2.10) f = (f,f2) = (z,e^w), and the proof for Case 1 is now completed. Finally we show that / cannot map Q, ö to Ca > "^). This will also complete the proof of our main theorem on the Barrett's domain. So one can repeat the above argument and obtain that (2.11) f2(z, w) = -e'*0 for some constant 0O £ R.
Since 5 < ab < 12, in order to preserve the boundaries at two ends, we must have ab = 6. We may also conclude that (2.12) f(z,w) = z.
Next consider the point p0 = (¿,3)-We see that po £ fi. Since / £ Aut(fi), we must have f(Po) £ fi-However, equations (2.11) and (2.12) show that f(po) -(\, 2e"*0), and this point is clearly not in fi. This gives the desired contradiction. Theorem [8] . fir is a smoothly bounded pseudoconvex domain in C2. The boundary is strictly pseudoconvex everywhere except on the following annulus, Mr = {(z, w) £ bClr\z = 0 and I < \w\ < r}.
Now let f = (fi, f2) be an automorphism of fif. Then / can be extended smoothly up to the boundary on bQ.r-Mr. For instance, see Bell [5] . Therefore, if we consider the deleted torus Ta = {(z, w) £ bQr\ 1 < \w\ = a < r and z / 0}, we see that nr = pr o f is a defining function for Ta, 1 < a < r, namely, the equation \f(z, w) + e'Xn^l(-z'w^2 \ = 1 defines Ta. This implies that \f2(z, w)\2 = \w\2 • e2kn , for some fixed integer k. Hence by considering the points (z, w) £ Ta with a close to either 1 or r, we conclude that k = 0 and |/2(z, w)\ = |u;| for (z, w) £ Ta with 1 < a < r.
Next fix the constant a with 1 < a < r, and a point z0 with \zo+e'Xn^"\ < 1 such that z0 lies in a small open neighborhood of -2e'Xn |fl| . Then we consider the annulus defined by AZo = {(zo,w)£C2}nQr with the inner boundary Ca -{(zq , w) £ ¿>fir| |tt;| = a} and the outer boundary Cß such that a < a < ß. AZo can be identified with A = {w £ C\a < \w\ < ß} . Hence via this identification we obtain that (3.1) fi(zo, Cn) = Ca and f2(z0, Cß) = Cß, and f2(zo, •) can be extended to an entire function by reflection principle.
Then by (3.1) we must have that f2(z, w) = eim -w for some real-valued function 0(z). Since f2(z, w) is also holomorphic in z , we conclude that 0(z) = 0o for some constant 0o £ R, and It follows that the restriction of /] to Afli^ must map Aa ^ biholomorphically onto Aa ^2 for some 02 . This implies that the restriction of f to Aat(j>l can be extended at least smoothly up to Aa<t>i . Since /i(0, ae'^) = 0, it follows that fi(z, w) can be expressed via the automorphisms on the unit disk as
for some real analytic function b(w) satisfying \b(w)\ < 1 for 1 < |u;| < r. Equation (3.3) shows that there exists a small number e > 0 such that f(z ,w) is real analytic on A(0; e) x A¿ , where As = {to £ C| 1 + 5 < \w\ < r -5 for some small 5 > 0}. This in turn implies that f(z, w) is holomorphic on A(0 ; e) x As . Therefore, one can write We claim that a2(w) = 0. Set g(w) = a-^l= _*W_-eH(As), Therefore, one can write g(w)e,Xnlwf =c0 + il(w), with c0 = \(c -1) and I(w) is a smooth real-valued function on As . Hence we obtain (3.5) g(w) = c0e-,Xn^2 + H(w)e-iXnM2 £ H(AS).
Locally one can multiply equation (3.5) by e2l]nw to get a new well-defined holomorphic function, and get (3.6) g(w)e2iXnw = c0é>-2Arg"' + iI(w)e-2AT*w .
The real part of g(w)e2lXnw is a harmonic function. So let w = u + iv , by direct computation we get Aw(coe~2AT%w) = c0A",(É>-2tan"'"/") = 4c° .g-2ta""'«/« = 0.
It follows that Co = 0, and hence c = 1. This reduces (3.5) to is a well-defined function on As . It forces Ci = 0. This shows g(t<7) = 0, and the proof of our claim is now completed. It follows then from (3.4) that we have b(w) = 0 on As , and equation (3.3) can be simplified to (3.8) f(z,w) = z on fi,.
Our main theorem now follows from (3.2) and (3.8). So we are done.
